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In a system of colloidal inclusions suspended in a thermalized bath of smaller particles, the bath
engenders an attractive force between the inclusions, arising mainly from entropic origins, known
as the depletion force. In the case of active bath particles, the nature of the bath-mediated force
changes dramatically from an attractive to a repulsive one, as the strength of particle activity is
increased. We study such bath-mediated effective interactions between colloidal inclusions in a bath
of self-propelled Brownian particles, being confined in a narrow planar channel. Confinement is
found to have a strong effect on the interaction between colloidal particles, however, this mainly
depends on the colloidal orientation inside the channel. Effect of the confinement on the interaction
of colloidal disk is controlled by the layering of active particles on the surface boundaries. This
can emerge as a competitive factor, involving the tendencies of the channel walls and the colloidal
inclusions in accumulating the active particles in their own proximity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Active matter is a nonequilibrium branch of soft mat-
ter and has risen strong interest in recent years. Self-
propelled particles (or, swimmers) have their own en-
gines to self-propel them in fluid media in the absence
of external forces in a directed motion [1–15]. However,
in the presence of torque, the line of the motion is no
longer aligned with that of the self-phoretic force and
the swimmer tends to execute a circular motion (known
as chiral swimmers) [16–33]. In general, these systems
often exhibit athermal (or active) Brownian motion and
the self-propulsion force dominates random thermal fluc-
tuations. In nature biological machines are abundant and
they are able to transport chemical energy into a directed
motion using their own motor [2, 12, 34–38]. Examples
of self-propelled particles are biological motors [36–38],
multiflagellate bacterium E. coli [2], biflagellate alga C.
reinhardtii [12] and uniflagellated sperm cells [34, 35].
Also, recent advances in experimental techniques have
enabled fabrication of artificial nano-/swimmers (e.g., ac-
tive Janus particles) [39–50].
The performance of swimmers is often affected by the
presence of boundaries, interfaces and other particles. It
has been proven that the swimmers (biological, synthetic
or simulated) tends to swim and accumulate close to
the boundaries [10, 51–59]. Nature has many examples
of moving biological swimmers in confined regions e.g.
sperm cells in female reproductive tract [60] and tech-
nological applications of microfluidic devices [61]. These
situations have been studied in a more systematic way
in recent years by theoretical [59, 62–65] and experimen-
tal [66–68] techniques. When a self-propelled particle
collides with an interface, this is a purely steric inter-
action and as a result, its normal component of the self-
propulsion velocity is canceled due to hard-core repulsive
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force. This causes to particle slides along the interface
until its rotational diffusion coefficient changes the orien-
tation of the particle. However, rotational coefficient still
can reorient the particle toward the interface which can
lead to particle stays close to interface even for a longer
period of time.
By putting nonactive macromolecular (e.g., colloidal)
particles (inclusions) in a medium filled by smaller (e.g.,
polymers) particles (depletants), causes an induced effec-
tive, short ranged, attractive interaction between them
[32, 69–78]. This force is mainly dependent on the shape
and propulsion of the bath particles. For example, in
the case of colloidal disk immersed in a bath of disk-
shaped nonactive particles (no self-propulsion) this force
is a purely attractive force that has an entropic origin.
However, by introducing particle self-propulsion, this ef-
fective force changes to an induced short-range repulsive
interaction [32, 73]. In this case, the surface of the large
inclusions serves as a spatial confinement for the sus-
pending smaller particles. In our previous work [32] we
show that the chirality of the active particles changes this
short-ranged attractive force into an induced repulsive
force. Here, the formation of circular layers (or ‘rings’ )
of active particles around the colloidal inclusions plays
a critical role and the effective force induced is mainly
determined by the interactions of these rings.
Depletion interactions have been studied extensively,
both experimentally and theoretically, in the context of
nonactive macromolecular mixtures in equilibrium that
is restricted to a confined geometry [69, 79–84]. However,
these interactions are yet to be known for the case of ac-
tive particles. In this paper, we tackle this problem using
a simplified and standard model of disk-shaped inclusions
in an active bath within a commonly used, two dimen-
sional model of self-propelled particles constrained to a
narrow channel. By introducing the wall into a mixture
of colloidal inclusions in an active bath, apart from the
formation of the circular layers around the colloids, also,
due to the interactions between surface and the swim-
mers, layers of swimmers exist close to the wall. The se-
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2quential overlaps between the colloidal rings and the wall
layers generate the distinct features of the force profiles.
In a competition between colloids and the channel wall as
a site for active particles gathering places, because of the
convex curvature of the colloidal surfaces, the layers of
particles are more populated for the wall. However, the
density of layers has a strong dependence on the swim
speed. We investigate these parameters along with the
orientation of colloidal inclusions on effective interactions
mediated between colloidal disks.
In our previous work [32], we investigated the effect
of layer formation on the interactions between colloidal
inclusions in a bath of active particles and focused on the
regime of low occupied area fractions. Here, we take a
similar direction, however, we confine the system into a
narrow channel to study the effects of the channel con-
finement and consider both cases of relatively low and
relatively high area fractions but, in any case, below the
onset of motility-induced phase separation [85]. Since
the channel introduces an anisotropy on the system, we
consider two different orientation for the colloidal inclu-
sions, with their center-to-center axis being parallel or
perpendicular to the channel walls.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec-
tion II, we introduce our model and details of the numer-
ical simulation techniques used in this work by focusing
on a standard two-dimensional model of self-propelled
particles. In Section III, we discuss the results for the
depletion interaction between two disk-shaped inclusions
in a bath of self-propelled swimmers at two different col-
loidal orientations, Section III B for the parallel align-
ment and Section III A for the perpendicular alignment.
Both cases are studied at two different area fractions of
bath particles. The paper is concluded in Section IV.
II. MODEL AND METHODS
Our two-dimensional model consists of a pair of iden-
tical, impenetrable and nonactive colloidal inclusions of
diameter ac confined within a narrow channel of height
H, containing N identical, self-propelled Brownian par-
ticles (swimmers) of smaller radius a at area fraction φ.
Active particles are self-propelled at constant speed Vs
along a direction specified by an angular coordinate, θ,
hence, their swim orientation is characterized by the unit
vector n = (cos θ, sin θ) in within the x − y plane. The
particles are subjected to both translational and rota-
tional diffusion with coefficientsDT andDR, respectively.
We ignore active noise effects and assume that the dif-
fusive processes are thermal in nature; therefore, DT is
related to particle (translational) mobility through the
Einstein relation, DT = µT kBT , where kB is the Boltz-
mann constant and T is the ambient temperature. Also,
for no-slip sphere in the low-Reynolds-number regime,
as supposed for the model particles here, the transla-
tional and rotational diffusion coefficients are related as
DR = 3DT /4a
2 [86]. The dynamics of the active parti-
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of two fixed, identical, impenetrable,
and nonactive colloidal disks of radius ac at surface-to-surface
distance ∆ inside a channel of height H, containing active
particles of radius a and self-propulsive speed Vs.
cle position, ri(t), and orientation, θi(t), obey the over-
damped Langevin equations
r˙i = Vsni − µT ∂U({rj})
∂ri
+
√
2DT ηi(t), (1)
θ˙i =
√
2DR ζi(t), (2)
where ηi(t) and ζi(t) are independent Gaussian white-
noise terms, representing random force and ran-
dom torque respectively, with zero mean, 〈ηαi (t)〉 =
〈ζi(t)〉 = 0, and two-point time correlation functions
〈ηαi (t)ηβj (t′)〉 = δijδαβδ(t−t′) and 〈ζi(t)ζj(t′)〉 = δ(t−t′),
with i, j = 1, . . . , N and α, β = 1, 2, denoting the Carte-
sian coordinates. U in Eq. (1) is the sum of pair po-
tentials acting between any pairs of particles in the sys-
tem. The particle-particle (V (rij)) and particle-wall in-
teractions (V ±W(yi) with ± denoting the top and bottom
walls) are modeled using the purely repulsive pair poten-
tials according to a conventionally modified form of the
Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential, i.e.,
V (rij) =

4
[(
σeff
|rij |
)12
− 2
(
σeff
|rij |
)6
+ 1
]
|rij | ≤ σeff ,
0 |rij | > σeff ,
(3)
and
V ±W(yi) =

4
[(
a
|δy±i |
)12
− 2
(
a
|δy±i |
)6
+ 1
]
|δy±i | ≤ a,
0 |δy±i | > a,
(4)
respectively. Here, |rij | is the center-to-center distance
between any two particles with σeff = 2a, when the pair
of particles considered are both of active particles, σeff =
2ac, when the pair are both of colloidal inclusions, and
σeff = a+ ac, when one of the particles considered is an
active particle and the other one is a colloidal inclusion.
Also, δy±i = yi ∓ H/2 is the perpendicular distance of
the particle from the top/bottom walls. In all cases, it is
assumed that the interaction energy strength is given by
a single parameter, .
Our assumption of thermal noises through the
Langevin equations ensures that the system approaches
its appropriate Boltzmann-weighted equilibrium deter-
3mined by the potential U({rj}) in the stationary state,
when the active forces are switched off.
We use a dimensionless representation in our simula-
tions by rescaling the units of length and time with the
radius of the active particles and the corresponding time-
scale for translational diffusion as
x˜ =
x
a
, y˜ =
y
a
, t˜ =
DT t
a2
, H˜ =
H
a
. (5)
Equations (1) and (2) can be solved numerically using
Brownian Dynamics simulations by rewriting them in di-
mensionless and discrete forms for time-evolution over a
sufficiently small time-step, ∆t˜, as
x˜i(t˜+ ∆t˜) = x˜i(t˜) + [Pes cos θi(t˜) + f˜
x
i (t˜)]∆t˜+
√
2∆t˜ Rxi
(6)
y˜i(t˜+ ∆t˜) = y˜i(t˜) + [Pes sin θi(t˜) + f˜
y
i (t˜)]∆t˜+
√
2∆t˜ Ryi
(7)
θi(t˜+ ∆t˜) = θi(t˜) +
√
2χ∆t˜ Rθi , (8)
where f˜xi = −∂U˜/∂x˜i and f˜yi = −∂U˜/∂y˜i are the
Cartesian components of the dimensionless force derived
from the rescaled potential U˜ = U/(kBT ), and R
x
i ,
Ryi and R
θ
i are independent, Gaussian random numbers
with zero mean and unit variance. We have defined
χ = a2DR/DT = 3/4, which, as noted before, follows
from the standard relations for diffusion coefficients of
spherical particles [86]. We also define the rescaled swim
Pe´clet number,
Pes =
aVs
DT
, (9)
as the ratio of the characteristic time-scale of translation
diffusion, a2/DT , and that of the particle swim, a/Vs.
In the rescaled representation, the system is described
by the size ratio, ac/a, the rescaled area fraction, φa
2,
the swim Pe´clet number, Pes, and the rescaled center-
to-center distance between adjacent colloidal inclusions,
d/a, or equivalently, their rescaled surface-to-surface dis-
tance, ∆˜ = ∆/a (see Fig. 1). In what follows, we use the
fixed parameter values /(kBT ) = 10, φa
2 = 0.1 and 0.3,
ac/a = 5 and consider only two and three fixed colloidal
inclusions in the simulated active bath (the more general
cases with many fixed or mobile colloidal inclusions will
be considered elsewhere [32]). The swim Pe´clet number
is increased from Pes = 0 up to Pes = 50. Typical
rescaled parameter values such as Pes = 5 can thus be
mapped to a wide range of experimentally accessible, ac-
tual parameter values such as a = 1µm, Vs = 10µm·s−1,
DT ' 0.22µm2 ·s−1, DR ' 0.16 s−1, and η = 0.001 Pa · s.
Our simulations are performed using N = 400 active
bath particles distributed initially in random positions
in the channel bounded laterally (along the x-axis) by a
box of lateral size L˜ = 4Npi/φH˜, where we impose peri-
odic boundary conditions.The simulations typically run
for 106−108 time steps (with an initial 106 steps used for
relaxation purposes) and averaged quantities are calcu-
lated over a sufficiently large statistical sample (by choos-
ing different initial conditions) after the system reaches
a steady state.
One of the key quantities that we shall use later in the
text is the net force acting on colloidal inclusions applied
by individual bath particles while colliding with them.
This force is calculated using averaged sum of forces (f˜xi
and f˜yi ) applied by swimmers-colloid collisions. The bath
of our system is homogeneous and isotropic, therefore, for
a single colloidal inclusion, the net force due to the bath
particle collisions will be averaged to zero (the force ap-
plied from either side of colloid will be equal in magnitude
and cancel out each other). However, in the case of two
colloidal inclusions, depending on their orientation, the
isotropicity of the bath along the center-to-center axes
of colloids breaks and as a results a net force is exerted
on colloidal inclusions. This non-zero force is interpreted
as effective two-body force and is defined as F˜2 = F˜2xˆ.
This quantity is calculated in our simulations using av-
eraging over different configurations using F˜2 =
∑
i〈f˜i〉,
where the brackets 〈· · · 〉 represents the statistical aver-
age over different configurations and f˜i = (f˜
x
i , f˜
y
i ) is the
force applied to the ith particle by neighbor particles that
collides with it via the WCA interaction potential. For
the sake of demonstration, we have divided the force f˜i
by swim Pe´clet number, Pes, which to include the case
where Pes = 0 we have conventionally chosen to divide
the effective force values by Pes + 1. This defines a new
quantity defined as Fˆ2 ≡ F˜2/(Pes + 1).
III. RESULTS
Here, we will focus on two different orientational
configurations for the fixed colloidal inclusions inside
the channel, i.e., with their center-to-center line being
either parallel or perpendicular to the x-axis, in such
a way that the up-down symmetry with respect to the
centerline of the channel is preserved. In each case,
we select two different area fractions, φa2 = 0.1 and
0.3, corresponding to low and high area fractions (and,
in any case, below the onset of motility-induced phase
separation [85]).
A. Parallel orientation
1. Low area fraction (φa2 = 0.1)
Figure 2 shows our simulation data for the rescaled
effective two-body force acting on each of the colloidal
inclusions as a function of the colloidal surface-to-surface
distance (∆˜) at different Pe´clet numbers and for a fixed
rescaled channel height of H˜ = 15. Because of the sym-
metric positional arrangement of the inclusions within
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FIG. 2. Rescaled effective two-body force, Fˆ2, acting on each
of the two colloidal inclusions immersed parallelly in an active
bath with area fraction φa2 = 0.1 is shown as a function of
their rescaled surface-to-surface distance, ∆˜, at fixed rescaled
channel height of H˜ = 15 and for different values of the Pe´clet
number, Pes, as indicated on the graph. Note that the plot
shows effective force divided by Pes + 1 as defined in the
text. Symbols are simulation data and lines are guides to the
eye. Inset: Contour plot of Fˆ2 as a function of the system
parameters Pes and ∆˜. The magnitude of attractive and
repulsive forces are separated with different contour lines and
colors.
the channel, the net (statistically averaged) force act-
ing on the two disks are equal with the x (parallel-to-
channel) component averaging out to be zero. Thus,
Fig. 2 shows only the y component of the rescaled net
force acting on each of the inclusions due to the active
particles. At vanishing and small swim Pe´clet numbers
Pes, similar to the passive case, the rescaled force is at-
tractive [69], over short distances where the depletion
layers (thin, dark-blue, circular regions in Fig. 3, top)
around the colloids can overlap. However, by increasing
the Pe´clet number of the bath particles, the rescaled force
exerted on the colloidal disks changes to a repulsive one.
The repulsive force profiles exhibit nonmonotonic behav-
iors as functions of the separation between the colloids,
but with distinctly different features than those found
in the nonconfined (bulk) geometry, where the two disks
are immersed in an unbounded active bath [32, 73]. As
it was shown in the bulk case [32], the nonmonotonicity
of the interaction profiles is linked with swimmer struc-
turing around the colloidal disks; i.e., the swimmers form
ring-like, high-density regions around the colloidal disks
and the sequential overlaps between these rings from one
colloid with the surface of the other, as the distance be-
tween the disks is decreased, resulting in nonmonotonic
changes (alternating or oscillating rise-and-fall behavior)
in the force profiles.
In a confined channel (Fig. 2), we find the following
qualitative differences relative to the bulk system at the
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FIG. 3. Steady-state particle density maps for Pes = 0 (top)
and Pes = 50 (bottom) around two colloidal inclusions lo-
cated parallelly with ∆˜ = 2, H˜ = 15 and φa2 = 0.1.
same area fraction: First, rather than the typical alter-
nating rise-and-fall behaviors (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [32],
and Section III A 2 below), here we find a single, rela-
tively broad peak at short surface-to-surface separations.
Second, the typical force magnitude increases by Pe´clet
number until it reaches a maximum and decreases after-
ward; this occurs as the location of the peak in the force
profiles moves to smaller separations. These two features
are more clearly discerned through the color-coded con-
tour plots of the force profiles in the Pes− ∆˜ plot shown
in the inset of Fig. 2. They reflect the fact that, unlike
the bulk system, most of the swimmers in the present case
are absorbed by the bounding channel walls, because the
typical swimmer ‘detention’ times on a flat surface are
larger than those on a convex surface [59, 62]. Thus, at a
given Pes, a smaller fraction of swimmers are bound to
the colloids as compared with the bulk system, and only
a single ‘ring’ or swimmer layer forms around each of the
colloids at the area fraction considered here (thin, white,
circular regions in Fig. 3, bottom); hence, a single hump
develops in the force profiles due to the ring-colloid sur-
face overlaps at small surface-to-surface separations [32].
Also, as the swim Pe´clet number is increased, the frac-
tion of swimmers attracted to the channel wall increases
making the proximity of the colloids less swimmer-
populated and, as a consequence, the repulsive force is
smaller in magnitude. As seen in Fig. 3, the swimmer ab-
sorption by the channel walls leads to formation of more
than one flat layers of swimmers next to the walls (here
two layers shown by the white strips at each walls). These
layers can even overlap with the rings formed around
the colloids. To illustrate the effects of these boundary
layers, we fix the position of the colloidal inclusions at
two different surface-to-surface distances, ∆ = 0.4 and
∆ = 2.4, and plot the rescaled force,Fˆ2, acting on each
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FIG. 4. Effective two-body force, Fˆ2, acting on each of the
two colloidal inclusions immersed parallelly in an active bath
is shown as a function of rescaled channel height, H˜, for Pes =
50, φa2 = 0.1, and two fixed values of ∆˜, as indicated on the
graph. Symbols are simulation data and lines are guides to
the eye.
of the colloids as a function of the channel width, H˜, in
Figure 4. The force at shorter colloidal distances is larger
but the qualitative behavior of the force as a function of
H˜ remains qualitatively the same and of a nonmonotonic
form with a local minimum at around H˜ ' 16.2. This is
the distance where the layers associated with walls avoid
overlapping the rings associated with the colloids. For
channel widths above the mentioned value, the force in-
creases linearly with H˜. This is due to the fact that
when the value of H˜ increases the length of the channel
decreases. Due to the low density of swimmers only two
layers exist around the walls and as a result, the density
of swimmers in the bulk of the channel increases and this
cause an enhancement of the rings around the colloids.
At very larger channel widths, the force is expected to
drop eventually and tend to its bulk value [32, 73], albeit
to one with a smaller corresponding effective area frac-
tion, as a fraction of swimmers remain indefinitely bound
to the channel walls.
2. High area fraction (φa2 = 0.3)
The area fraction occupied by the swimmers is an-
other key parameter that significantly affects the two-
body force mediated between two colloidal inclusion in
a bath of active particles. Figure 5 shows that the force
behavior as a function of the colloidal surface-to-surface
distance changes drastically at the higher area fraction
of φa2 = 0.3, when compared to the behavior of the low-
area-fraction system in Fig. 2 (φa2 = 0.1) with identi-
cal parameter values, i.e., H˜ = 15 and Pes = 50. As
seen, the force profile exhibit the alternating or oscillat-
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FIG. 5. Rescaled effective two-body force, Fˆ2, acting on each
of the two colloidal inclusions immersed parallelly in an active
bath with occupied area fraction of φa2 = 0.3 is shown as
a function of their rescaled surface-to-surface distance, ∆˜, at
fixed rescaled channel height of H˜ = 15 for the cases Pes = 10
and 50. Note that the plot shows effective force divided by
Pes + 1 as defined in the text. Symbols are simulation data
and lines are guides to the eye. Inset: Contour plot of Fˆ2 as a
function of the system parameters Pes and ∆˜. The magnitude
of attractive and repulsive forces are separated with different
contour lines and colors.
ing behavior, which, as we noted in the preceding section,
emerges at even lower area fractions in bulk systems [32].
Such a behavior is reflective of the formation of ringlike
structures (circular layers with high swimmer density)
around the colloids. Unlike the low-area-fraction case
(Fig. 3, bottom), here we find not only a primary but
also a secondary ring. This is because a larger fraction
of swimmers are available to be attracted to the colloidal
surfaces at higher volume fractions.
As the surface-to-surface distance between the colloids
decreases, first the outer (secondary) rings of one colloid
intersect with the surface of the other colloid and then
the inner (primary) rings of one colloid intersect with the
other colloid surface. These surface intersections give rise
to the two peaks in the force profile in Fig. 5; see Ref.
[32] for further details.
The alternating rise-and-fall behavior of the two-body
force Fˆ2 is shown across a wide range of Pes in the force
contour plot of Fig. 5, clearly indicating that the said
behavior starts to appear at relatively small Pe´clet num-
bers Pes < 10 (note that the error bars in the plotted
values of Fˆ2 is . 0.5). The positive (repulsive) peaks
(yellow/red regions, e.g., marked by B and D) are well
developed already for Pes > 10. The force falls down
to negative (attractive) minimum values (purple regions,
e.g., marked by A, C and E) as Pes is increased further,
i.e., Pes > 20.
The two-body force also shows a rather complex al-
ternating behavior, when the colloidal distance is fixed
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FIG. 6. Effective two-body force, Fˆ2, acting on each of the two
colloidal inclusions immersed parallelly in an active bath with
occupied area fraction of φa2 = 0.3 is shown as a function of
rescaled channel height, H˜, for fixed Pes = 50 and ∆˜ = 0.6.
Symbols are simulation data and lines are guides to the eye.
and the rescaled channel width is varied. This behavior
is shown in Fig. 6, where we have fixed Pes = 50 and
∆˜ = 0.6 and plot Fˆ2 as a function of H˜. The origin of
this behavior should be traced back to the flat boundary
layers of swimmers formed at the two channel walls and
the overlaps they produce with the circular layers (rings)
formed around the colloids. These overlaps can be quite
prominent and result in an intriguing pattern of highly
populated swimmer regions (appearing as white/yellow
spots, layers and arcs in the panels shown in Fig 7), rem-
iniscent of wavelike interference patterns. As seen in the
bottom-most panel for H˜ = 50, there are quite a few flat
layers at the walls and around the colloids (up to seven
layers may be discernible at each of the channel walls
and three rings around each of the colloids). As H˜ is
decreased, the rings around the colloids become further
enhanced (more strongly populated by the swimmers),
while the flat layers at the wall become more suppressed,
especially at distances further away from the central col-
loids. Due to their complexity, the full understanding of
the impact of these overlapping patterns remains to be
explored.
The two-body force profiles shown as functions of the
surface-to-surface distance in Figure 8 indicate that the
effects of the channel width on the force diminish already
for H˜ = 30 and 40, where the force values nearly saturate.
The confinement effects can be considered as substantial
for H˜ & 20. Thus, while strengthening the confinement
initially increases the forces in a quantitative and mono-
tonic fashion across all distances, ∆˜, the effects become
of qualitative nature in very narrow channel, e.g., for
H˜ = 15.
FIG. 7. Steady-state density map of active microswimmers
with Pes = 50, around two colloidal inclusions located paral-
lelly with ∆˜ = 2 in a channel with different channel height,
H˜, as indicated on the graph. The occupied area fraction of
the active bath is φa2 = 0.3.
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FIG. 8. Effective two-body force, F2, acting on each of the
two colloidal inclusions immersed parallelly in an active bath
with fixed φa2 = 0.3, Pes = 50 and rescaled channel width,
H˜, values shown on the graph. Symbols are simulation data
and lines are guides to the eye.
B. Perpendicular orientation
To illustrate the intriguing aspects of the attractive
and repulsive forces mediated by the swimmers, we pro-
ceed by considering a perpendicular configuration of col-
loidal particles confined in the channel. To be consistent
with the previous section, we consider both low and mod-
erately high occupied area fraction for the bath particles.
1. Low area fraction (φa2 = 0.1)
In the perpendicular position (see, e.g., Fig. 2), the
fixed colloidal inclusions in the bath behave like a barrier
to the swimmers. In Fig. 9, we show the simulated ef-
fective two-body force acting on the inclusions as a func-
tion of rescaled channel height, H˜, for different values
of the Pe´clet number. The surface-to-surface distance of
the colloids is kept fixed as ∆˜ = 2 (being equal to the
diameter of an active particle). Because of the symmet-
ric positional arrangement of the inclusions within the
channel, the net (statistically averaged) force acting on
the two disks are equal with the x (parallel-to-channel)
component averaging out to be zero. Thus, Fig. 9 shows
only the y component of the rescaled net force acting on
each of the inclusions due to the active particles. As seen
in the figure, the force induced by the active particles on
the colloidal inclusions is attractive, which is in contrast
with the predominantly repulsive force predicted to occur
in the bulk system [32, 73].
The two-body force exhibits a nonmonotonic, oscillat-
ing, behavior, with the force magnitude exerted on the
colloidal disks showing large variations in narrow chan-
nels (e.g., H˜ < 28) at fixed bath activity strength, where
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FIG. 9. Rescaled effective two-body force, Fˆ2, acting on
each of the two colloidal inclusions immersed perpendicularly
in an active bath is shown as a function of rescaled channel
height, H˜, for different values of the Pe´clet number and at
fixed ∆˜ = 2 and φa2 = 0.1. Symbols are simulation data and
lines are guides to the eye. The situations corresponding to
the points A, B and C are discussed in the text. The error
bars in all cases are typically of the same size as shown for
the nonactive case (purple symbols).
FIG. 10. Steady-state density map of active swimmers with
Pes = 0 (top) and Pes = 10 and 50 (bottom), around two
colloidal inclusions located perpendicularly with ∆˜ = 2, H˜,
and φa2 = 0.1.
8it also shows an overall increase with the bath activity
strength. These features indicate swimmer structuring
around the colloidal disks [32]. Let us focus on the ex-
emplary case of Pes = 10 (orange left-triangles in Fig. 9),
in which case the point marked A in the figure is the one
giving the maximum magnitude of the attractive force.
This point corresponds to the channel width of H˜ = 25
and, since the inter-colloid gap is fixed as ∆˜ = 2, the nar-
row upper (lower) gap between the top (bottom) colloid
of the top (bottom) channel wall is only 3/2 of a single
swimmer radius. In the cases like this where the surface-
to-surface distance between the colloidal inclusions stays
constant, the main factor influencing the effective two-
body force is the width of the upper and lower gaps. Any
swimmer attempting to go through these narrow passages
can squeeze in the first circular swimmer layer that forms
around the colloidal inclusions (see Fig. 10), producing
a large attractive force between the colloids. In other
words, this force is mediated by the intersection between
1st wall layers and the colloidal surfaces. As the channel
gets wider, the induced force on the colloidal inclusion
decreases until there is enough space between layers of
colloidal inclusions and the wall to fit a complete swim-
mer particle (point B is the distance that H˜ = 26). Af-
ter this points, the wall layers moves away from colloidal
surfaces and therefore, their overlap gets weaker and as a
result, the attractive force mediated from their intersec-
tion become weaker. However, the attraction force be-
tween colloidal inclusions increases as the height of the
channel increases and the particles are trying to enter to
the gap between the formed layers around colloids and
walls until point C in the figure and starts to decrease as
the gap gets wider till the second layers can form for the
walls. As expected, the force applied by the intersection
between first layers of wall and the colloidal rings has a
higher effect comparing to the second wall layers because
of their lower swimmer population. This behavior shifts
to closer distances as the value of the Pes increase which
is mainly because a stronger overlap can be possible for
bath particles.
Figure 10 shows the steady state density plot along
with the y density profile corresponding to Pes = 10
and Pes = 50 as two examples representing the points
(A,B,C) from Fig. 9. In the case of passive bath par-
ticles, there is no layer formation around colloidal in-
clusions and the wall of the channel and the bath rep-
resent a homogeneous medium and the y profile shows
a uniform distribution of the swimmers along the chan-
nel width. However, by increasing the activity of bath
particles and creating active swimmers, as expected, the
density plots show an aggregation of particles around col-
loidal inclusions and wall of the channel. The second
and third layers for the walls and the second layer of the
colloids have formed around colloidal inclusions and the
wall of the channel, respectively. At low Pe´clet number
(e.g. Pes = 10), the population of swimmers in the area
between two walls is high and the second layer can be
formed around the colloidal inclusions (the second layer
is formed for the walls as well but not its third layer).
However, by increasing the Pe´clet number, the second
layer around the colloidal inclusions disappears and in-
stead, the third layer forms for the walls. Migration of
swimmers from the colloidal layers to the channel layers
can be detected from this figure. The y-profile shows how
the height of the peaks of the wall layers increases as the
Pe´clet number increases. In addition, for a given Pe´clet
number, as expected, the height of the peaks (popula-
tion of microswimmers) increases as the channel height
increases.
2. High area fraction (φa2 = 0.3)
We now consider the same system as above but with
a larger area fraction, φa2 = 0.3, occupied by the swim-
mers. Figure 11 shows the results for the effective two-
body force acting on inclusions as a function of channel
rescaled height, H˜ for the case where Pes = 50. The
oscillating force is created between two colloidal inclu-
sions and the attractive part of the force gradually de-
cays as the channel height increases. However, the mag-
nitude of the repulsive part stays almost the same and
channel height has less effect on the repulsive part of
the force. This is because of the constant surface-to-
surface distance that has been chosen for this case. The
repulsive force between colloidal inclusions is dominated
by the swimmer particles that locate themselves in the
area between the two colloidal disks. Since this distance
is kept constant the magnitude of the maximum repul-
sive force stays unchanged. However, the attractive force
comes from the particles that is located in the areas be-
tween colloidal inclusions and the walls. By increasing
this distance the magnitude of maximum attractive force
decreases as channel gets wider where no repulsive force
is induced from the wall-trapped swimmers. The repul-
sive force is dominated by the intersection of the second
and first rings of one colloid with the surface of the other
colloids. Since the number of the rings around colloids
stays unchanged as function of channel diameter, there-
fore, their repulsive interaction stays unchanged. How-
ever, the attractive force is dominated by the channel
layers-colloid surface intersection, which this decays as
channel gets wider (see Fig. 12).
Figure 12 shows some of the corresponding steady-
state density plots from Fig. 11 as examples. As a result
of the high concentration of active particles in the bath,
even in the case of no colloidal inclusions, there is a high
number of layers are formed around the wall of the chan-
nel (not shown). By introducing the colloidal particles
in a perpendicular orientation, they behave as a barrier
and dynamic cluster structures forms around them. Even
though at lower channel wall separations the multilayers
are formed around colloidal disks, however, by moving
two walls away from each other, due to the higher affinity
of swimmers to the wall rather than the convex surface
of the colloids, number of layers of the colloids decreases
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FIG. 11. Rescaled effective two-body force, Fˆ2, acting on each
of the two colloidal inclusions immersed perpendicularly in an
active bath is shown as a function of channel height, H˜, for
Pe´clet number, Pes = 50, ∆˜ = 2.0, and φa
2 = 0.3. Note that
the plot shows effective force divided by Pes + 1 as defined in
the text. Symbols are simulation data and lines are guides to
the eye.
and the number of layers for the walls increases. The
y-profiles shows this migration of layers from colloids to
the walls as the heights of the peaks increases as channel
gets wider.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied interactions between colloidal inclu-
sions in a confined two-dimensional geometry containing
a bath of self-propelled active particles. The effect of
confinement on the effective interaction induced by swim-
ming bath particles on colloidal particles as a function
of the orientation of colloidal particles, the magnitude
of confinement and the strength of propelling force for
swimmers have been investigated. Our results show that
the confinement has a strong effect on the interactions
between colloidal particles, however, this mainly depends
on the colloidal orientation inside the channel. Effect of
confinement on the interaction of colloidal disks is more
dominant as the self-propulsion increases.
In a narrow channel, and unlike the bulk case [32, 73],
the orientation of colloidal particles plays a critical role
in the force applied to them from active bath particles.
Since the active bath is homogeneous and isotropic, these
forces sum up to zero in the case of a single inclusion. In
the presence of a second colloidal inclusion, the spatial
isotropy around the first one is broken, giving rise to
finite net forces of equal magnitudes (to within the sim-
ulation error bars) acting on the inclusions along their
center-to-center axis (or the x-axis as shown in Fig. 1).
In the case of nonactive (nearly-hard) particles, this ef-
FIG. 12. Steady-state density map of swimmers with Pes =
50, around two colloidal inclusions located perpendicularly
with ∆˜ = 2 in channels of different heights, H˜, as indicated
on the graph, at fixed φa2 = 0.3.
fective two-body interaction force, which also represents
the potential of mean force between the inclusions [87],
becomes sizable only at sufficiently small separation dis-
tances and, as noted previously, originates from the parti-
cle depletion effects. The interaction profile in an active
bath exhibits alternating behavior, whose features and
origin have been investigated in our study.
Other interesting problems that can be explored in the
10
present context in the future include the role of particle-
wall and inter-particle hydrodynamic couplings [88–94]
as well as particle chirality and the effects of active noise
in the dynamics of the self-propelled particles [95–97].
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